Meeting began at 9:00 a.m.

Present: Eddy Brixen, Gordon Reid, Marisa Dery, John Andaloro Tufts, Alvin Pulliam, Rob Maher (comm.), Dennis Walsh, Catalin Grigoras, Jeff Smith

- Review of Minutes from 134, Rome. Accepted without changes.
- Conference Brainstorm
  - Possible Exhibition: Peter French Road show (recorders and mics, logging systems, processing), talk to Gordon Reid
  - Workshop ideas – certification issues, existing standards (Mike P and Anna C.), legal/expert issues that is universal, vendor demo with different files, how do you get into forensics?
- Discussion of possible audio forensics standards; none at this time. For more info on doing so, Rob Maher mentions AES Standard Manager Mark Yonghe for input as needed
- Workshop idea for Berlin: Intro to audio forensics tutorial from Eddy. EBB to draft proposal when time comes.
- Chris Peltier stepped down from TC-AF Vice Chair. No nominations from those in the room. Rob Maher suggested an alum from the NCMF media forensics program.

Meeting ended approx. 10am
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